Feb. 28).
"I’m very engaged in watching and participating in the social, cultural, and political world
that we find ourselves in—that's the thematic thread that leads throughout," Moffett says
of his work, which includes drawings, paintings ("painted from the inside out"), and video
projection, all on view in his new show. Examples of his "hemispheric" practice include his
Mr. Gay in the U.S.A. series—a drawing suite made in the court room at the sentencing of
Ronald Gay, on trial for shooting several people at a gay bar in Virginia—or his series of
digital prints, What Barbara Jordan Wore, that examine the Texas congresswoman. Also
on view are more experimental paintings like Lot 102807X (Yellow), which is "unzipped"
to reveal the painted surface, and Untitled/Green Roller, which features the comic
projection of a hand that appears to paint the canvas. As Moffett says, "I’ll go anywhere to
figure out whatever my response is to what's happening in the milieu that we live in—this
rich, dangerous, wonderful time we live in."

Courtesy Blanton Museum of Art

Lot 102807X (Yellow), 2007

Courtesy Blanton Museum of Art

Untitled/Green Roller (Lot 080104), 2004

On campus at the University of Texas at Austin (where Moffett was a student for two years),
the museum presents the exhibition as part of its initiative to show and collect work by
Texas artists. On the occasion of his show, we tapped the artist, who visits Austin often, to
let us in on the best the city has to offer.
What's the one thing we should see at the Blanton (besides your show)?
The Blanton is a really incredible museum—one of the largest university museums in the
country. They have a spectacular prints and drawings section with a deep collection of "old
masters" drawings. The Suida-Manning Collection (Suida was this incredible old masters
collector and dealer) somehow ended up at the Blanton. It is spectacular. A treasure
beyond anything. Those are as good as it gets in any collection.
If you're on campus, the Harry Ransom Center is a really first-rate archive library and
museum. It's a world-class library known for everything from the Gutenberg Bible all the
way to their film archives. They just bought the Ed Ruscha archive, too.
What's another favorite destination in town?
I love the Texas capital building because that’s where the good, the bad, and (mostly) the

ugly happens legislatively in the great state of Texas. It’s a great facility with a beautiful
rotunda and wonderful self-guided tours. In the Senate chamber there's a beautiful oil
portrait of Barbara Jordan, which is worth anybody’s trip—not that it’s so good, but
because it’s Barbara Jordan.
What about the best gallery?
The Lora Reynolds Gallery is a great commercial gallery, which is a must-see. Lora and her
director Colin Doyle—these are first-rate, smart art people. The Arlene Shechet show I saw
on my last visit was very good. Shechet does these substantial ceramics often shown on her
own pedestals. It was exquisite.

Courtesy The Contemporary

Don't miss: The Contemporary Austin.

And the best museum?



The Contemporary. It's
If you like contemporary art and you’re in Austin, you don’t miss
absolutely wonderful. They have two different locations: one downtown, which is a
contemporary exhibition space, and they’ve also taken over the Laguna Gloria, a beautiful
Spanish colonial mansion, where they have a very successful outdoor sculpture program.
Years ago, they did a Trenton Doyle Hancock exhibition. It’s a show that I still think about
a lot. My work tends to be extremely ascetic and he’s got this visual language that is
absolutely over the top, very rococo in its density and complexity and color. It was an
inversion of my particular lens, so that can be very memorable to see someone on the

absolute flip-side of your capacities.
Where do you stop for coffee?
The best coffee I’ve had in Austin is at a café inside Mellow Johnny’s Bike Shop called Juan
Pelota Cafe. You can get very good coffee there.
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The Lady Bird Johnson Wildflower Center.

Where do you go when you want to get out of town?
The Lady Bird Johnson Wildflower Center a few miles out into the hill country is not to be
missed. I go there every time I'm in Austin to see the wildflowers, whether it’s winter and
there’s barely anything, or in spring when it’s about as beautiful as anything you could
possibly imagine. There’s a café there and beautiful trails, so it’s a good half-day trip.
Where do you stay in town?
I like the Stephen F. Austin Hotel, which is one of these old downtown hotels. It’s not super
hip, but it’s so much realer and you would never run into anybody from the art world.
There’s a bit of an authentic nature to it that I prefer. It’s still retained a little bit of the old,
Central Texas world that I grew up on. The same holds true for
What's the best way to end the day?

The Driskill downtown.
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Take a swim at the Deep Eddy Pool, a natural springs-fed pool with a beautiful old park.



It's clear and gorgeous.
Barton Springs is known by all, and for good reason, but Deep
Eddy is an equal jewel, and a little less known (and it's the oldest man-made pool in
Texas). That’s how you should end your day.
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